Pasteur has " established that the bodies of animals in full health are sealed against the introduction of the germs of microscopic organisms; the blood drawn with sufficient precaution from the veins or the arteries could be exposed to the contact of pure air without putrefaction and without the appearance of living, thread-like organisms of diet." * Here there is a basis for the speculation that it is the want of the living vegetable particles normally present in the air, and therefore part of the natural diet of the blood, which may be directly concerned in the causation of this disease.
Reflections regarding the possible effects of the life of the air upon the well-being of the body, effects which may vary not only with the quantity, but also, it may be, with the kind of organisms breathed, invest with deeper significance the physiological conclusion which was quoted at the beginning of this essay?viz., all the tissues, breathe in the blood. While partaking of the oxygen which the blood carries to them, are the tissues not at the same time influenced by those other air-constifcuents which have entered the blood during its passage through the lungs ? SUMMAEY.
In the first part of the article we considered the extent and nature of the relationship between the air we breathe and our -common diseases. Taking in a nearly equal degree, all the inhabitants of the compared districts of the city. * Lastly, it was pointed out that (with the exception of the acute pulmonary diseases which in Glasgow are under special influences), all our common diseases decreased in equal proportion by the addition of purer air?that even in the best districts of Glasgow they maintained the same relative frequency to each other?that they were met with in the best country air, and that they reached a minimum of frequency in extraair, pointing to the conclusion, that certain ingredients present in all ordinary air, which may minister to the well-being of the body in health, may become, in altered conditions, the material causes of our common diseases.
Putting aside this last inference as raising questions requiring further elucidation, there remains the very important and comprehensive conclusion which we hold to be fully established, and which we desire to be fully weighed?viz., that the prevalence of our common diseases cceteris paribus, is in direct ratio to the amount of certain ingredients in the inspired air.
In the second part of this article we discussed the question, What are the constituents in the air which are chiefly concerned in the relationship between the air we breathe and our common diseases ? The conclusions arrived at were? Etiology is a difficult and obscure study, and it cannot be wholly dissociated from theories and mere opinions; but it should not on that account be avoided. We can scarcely hope ever to understand fully the causation of disease; but the more attention the subject receives, and the more we practise the art of analysing complex and varied causal influences, the greater will be our success in estimating aright the share contributed by each of those factors we learn to recognise, and the more surely shall we lay the foundations of the scientific treatment of disease.
